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Record temperatures reveal inadequacies

Feature

By CAROLINA MIRANDA

"

As temperatures in Wooster

A

it

dropped to a record 24 degrees below
zero, according to the Jan. 20 Daily
Record, some students were forced to

'
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cope wimdem rooms, particularly in
Holden HalL which lacked adequate
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Susan Jeffrey 96, Amy Salvato 96j Michelle Gray '95, Brian Becker '95 and Steve Young 95 go "traying"
'
despite the cold weather.'
j
' :

:

.

layers of clothes to keep warm at

night
The Holden staff distributed flyers
to residents with advice for staying
warm. According to the flyer, heating systems were operating at maximum output. The flyer advised residents togetduct tape from staff members in order to seal windows and to
move furniture away from the radiator in order to increase circulation.
"I've spoken with many people
who say they're much more comfortable in their rooms after following

;

'
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The Student Government Association SGA also discussed theextreme
weather conditions at a meeting
Wednesday night according to President Lauren Cohen. :
Cohen acknowledged that it was
unrealistic toexpect thatclasses would
be cancelled because of the cold, but
she said that extra measures should
have been taken during the record
lows. "It is irresponsible that a college
in this part of the country does not
have a better system for dealing with
a weather emergency like this,' she

members was significant "However,
rnatching process.
Das said she believes the previous I don't attribute that all to the
process," she said. "Even
system, in which clubs and sections
'
simply sent out invitations to those rushes were down this year.
"
"A lot has to
wanted to join,
do with changes
was much less
tt7 think the process was
in the air," Kay
intimidaung to
added, mentionnew members.
yery different this
bid-matchi-

!

.

'

"

Cohen said that in the meeting SGA
members noted that some students
were not accustomed to cold climates
and expressed concern that the College did not give them advice for
coping with the conditions. "No attempt was really made to tell people of
the extra dangers because of the
weather, Cohen said. She said that
while at the Student Health Center
Wednesday morning she was told that
after one to two minutes with exposed
o
weather,
flesh in that day's
sub-zer-

please see WEATHER, page 2

Greek numbers drop with new system

Sports
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...

J

heating.

"We're making every effort to address this problem, Holden Dorm
Director Rachel Reiser said.
"One of the things we've been telling residents is that if they aren't
comfortable, Hygeia is willing to let
them stay overnight.'' she said, acknowledging mat it was difficult to
cope with the extreme conditions.
"Hie heating systems sometimes
have trouble keeping op with the
weather outside.''
Courtney Pippen '96, who lives on
the third floor of Holden facing Beall
Avenue, noticed this weekend that
her room was not adequately heated.
A serviceman told her to move furniture away from the heater. When that
did not help, she pulled down the
blinds to keep out the draft I let
heal circulate all day, and it was still
no warmer,' she said. She said her
room was "probably pretty close" to
being completely void ofheat and she
spent a couple of nights in a friend's
room.
"It's still very cold," she said yesterday. The past two nights I have
layered myself and tried to stay

4
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As classes began last week, so did
new cJmgesm this year'sbid-match-in-g
process and rules for Greek sections and clubs.
According to Shelly Kay, administrative intern of Lowry Center, the
total number of this year's new Greek
members is 102,down from lastyear's
165.

"I really think it has to do with the
'.

system," said Chris
Das 95. a representative of
Council PGC and a member
of Epsilon Kappa Omincron, of the
low number of new members. The
new system, as outlined in Campus
Committee ProCouncil's
posal of last year, requires prospective members to submit bid cards of
their first three choices of sections or
clubs while the sections and clubs
each submit a primary and alternate
list of possible new members. The
bids and lists go to a group of
members which then begin the
bid-matchi-

ng

Inter-Gre- ek

Ad-H-

oc

non-Gre- ek

"

'
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"Then the

choice was put

to the new
members instead of them

year

and took a lot ofgetting
used to

"

having to make
the decision blindly, without know-ing who was interested in them," she
said. Tthinkak)tcpeopkfeeme
old way was better. I think it took
pressure off the people who were
going to join." Das also said that
students who received bid cards only
had one day in which to list their
choices before returning the cards.
"I think the process was very different this year and took a lot of
getting used to." Kay said. She
admitted the drop in number of new

Shelley Kay
,

Campus

ing

Council's enactment of an "aca-

demic good
standing" re- quirement this

year. The requirement is found at the
Comvery beginning of the
mittee Proposal: "Section and club
members are students first and members of social organizations second
Students will be required to be in good
academic standing as stated in The
Scot's Key (pg. 5) to join a Section
Club."
This Tuesday, Campus Council
voted unanimously to uphold the position that those on academic probation should not be permitted to join a
Ad-H-

oc

section or club, according to Campus
Gxmctf President Greg Simmons '95,
despite protests from Greeks.
"There were noun of debate that
went into this one argument last semester," Simmons said of the time
Committee Prowhen the
posal was finally agreed upon. "We
have to start somewhere and draw the
lines." ' He said he and the Council are
willing to hear all concerns and have
asked Greek Life Committee and

-

Ad-H-

oc

Inter--

Greek

GxinciltogetGreeks'cpin-ion-

s

and submit reviews of the first
year of changes by March 25. "But
that doesn't mean we can't be talking
about issues now," he said, stressing
that students can contact him or other
Campus Council representatives with
questions or complaints.
"We find the practice almost discriminatory," Wayne Davis 'president of Phi Delta Sigma, said, adding
that those on academic probation of-please see GREEKS, page 2
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News Briefs

Writing Center's name reflects focus
ByJ.T.KROHE

NATIONAL

For those who plan on using the
Reading and Writing Center as the
Southern Califarnians are stifl cleaning up from rlie devastation ofMonday's
eanhqreurr.. nlmlafrd p be cl6 on the Richtcr scale. The death toO from the semester gets into full swing, note
rtitrar was 46 as of yesterday. President Clinton surveyed the daman that its name has been changed to the
Wednesday and adaed $45 million in initial quake relief. According to Writing Center and its extension is
now 2205.
Governor Pete Wilson, the local damage could reach as high as S30 billion.
The purpose of the change is to
company has
The
more accurately name the center.
country in America, according to Fonone magazine. Fortune authors described Rubbermaid, only the third company K bold the publication's "most wtuchprcidstrnderowiihasistjrxe
admired tile," as iorx7vxuve, and dud the company's introduction of a new mreadir tad writing skills. Most of
the work done in thecenter focuses on
piuduLt every day as evidence.
Bobby Ray Inman withdrew his nomination by President Clinton as a assistance wim writing instead of read-in- g.
leading lo the change. "Almost
defense secretary nominee Tuesday. He blamed critical newspaper columns
and his f nw laoouof an a1 iidaiig(Tiifuiiiai ion beariiigs as rhe reasons for .100 percent of our work is writing."
said Nancy Grace, aitiflant professor
his withdrxwaL
Former presidents Ronald Reagan and George Bosh were cleared of ofEoglish and director of the Writing
affair by special prosecutor, ending Center. Those who wish to use the
criminal responsTbfl fly in foe
$37 mil, inn investigation. However, the prosecutor blamed center for reading assistance may stiJ
the seven-yea- r,
do so, however.
Reagan and Bush for encouraging an environment that emboldened subordiThe extension number change was
nates id break the law.
Woogter-basedRubarrn-
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Iran-Con-tn

matofcvrrwlyffypprtCaHl

so that they can be direcuy linked to

''

the center, which previously was not
possible.

INTERNATIONAL
Sixteen Sri Lankans and 10 Indians were brought to trial Wednesday on
charges of plotting the assassination of formoPrkneMirusterRa
Gandhi.
The trial b expeaed to last more than a year.
France's heahh minister on Wednesday rejecsed a plea by 98 doctors and
scientists to pardon four health nfT riali rmvicsed in a scandal involving blood
tainted with the AIDS virus.
Finance Minister Boris Fyodoror, the Russian goverarieiu's key refbnner.
reportedly resigned from the Cabinet onTuesday. HU rgnatnHrjrponed
to be in response to signs that President Boris Yehsm a stowing radical reforms
fnttrriAfij fly; rlfrmi rjnrr-- f r Opining iltrr mra fjfk utrq

continued from front page

Corrections
The mformatjon given in the Jan. 14 news brief regarding Tonya Harding
was premature and partial incarrecL Harding herself has not as of yet been
Shawn Eckhardt, her
charged in the iraift. Jcfl GiHooly. ber
and Derrick Srnith, the
bodyguard. Shane Mjnoaka Stant, the alleged
alleged getaway car driver are the individuals charged m the assault as of
yesterday.
Information in the Jan. 14 article"SGA to accept applications" wss partially
incorrecL The Student Gcvernrnent Association is no longer accepting
applications for senate positions. In addition, the yearly March election is to
members, not
elect next year's cabinet members and campus council
ex-husba-

nd,

hii-na- n

at-tar-ge

The Jan. 14 article XongressiGnal scholarship ofJered for study abroad"
kxxrrecay irirnrifyd the amount of money oflered through the fellowship: a
student can get op to $25 JOOO a year for op to flarx years, and not J200 as the
article stated.

she could begin to show synrptoms of
frostbite. She said that other students
should have been made aware of the
'dangenr
It's simply unrealistic if people
have to go outand eauhat they can't

go to class." Presideo Henry
Copebralatid. You're paying $90 a
day and to deprive yon of that would
be wasting your money." He also
pointed out that 99 percent of the
students live on campus. "We're
basically a residential campus. The
schools thatclosedare basically commuter schools."
The only condition under which
classes MXildbecsncelled. Copeland
said, would be if "faculty members
are physically incapable of coming."
In the past25 years. 1978 was meanly
year when classes were cancelled,
because professors were snowed into
their nouses with 5 to 6 feet of snow,
according to Copeland.
Hygeia Head Nurse Nancy Ander- -
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Forum
Henry Louis Gates Jr., the WILB.
Dn Bois Professor of the Humanities
at Harvard University, win deliver a

lecture titled "Will the Real
Mulricnlturalism Please Stand Up!"

at McGaw Chapel at 7:30 pjn. on

Wednesday, Jan. 26. Gates' presentation, which originally was scheduled for Feb. 3, is the sixth lecture in
a series of events in the 1993-9- 4
Wooster Forum.
In addition to the Du Bois Professorships Gases b professor of En glid)
Studand chair of the
ies Department at Harvard. He also is
the director of Harvard's WEM. Du
ReBois Irtsmntc far
search. Before joining Harvard faculty .he held facuVpositicnsatDuke,
Cornell and Yale oruversities.

that some students who live in

Afro-Anjeric- an

Douglass HaQ and do not have heat
"have been told that it win be one
week as of Wednesday before they
get beat."
Afy Duker ctmailmled
lo this article.
BOX

--

jTISSc?

2--

Gates to
address

son said some students have had problems with the cold weather. ."We
definitely have some patients with
problems related to the cold, but not a
large number.'' she said. She also said
sicnutiTiedthenKlk?tgjci Wedne
day so that tips for avoiding weather-relate- d
probienu could be read over
the air.
Another Holden resident. Audra
Variakpps 97 said the heat on the
other side of the hall started to go out
Saturday. After ber parents became
upset because ofhercold room during
a visit last weekend, her father called
Copeland to inform him of the lack of
heat.
"SGA is taking steps to investigate
the problem and rtptcju student
concerns." Cohen said. She also said

EZ-CA- RD,

Now you csui have two of the exist recognized and
Accepted credit cards. tit the wnrtdVtsae) send MasterCauO
itxwEV
credit eardSwTn your raune. cvuf
CRTXXT or HAVE. E2EH TURNZD DOWNKTOR23

pfaoio by MARIAH LEEDS

Assistant Professor of English and Mrectorof the Writing Center
Nancy Grace assists student at the new Writing Center. Hours are:
Moey.Tsesday.Thandayaad Friday:
ajn, 4 djhu, 4:45-1- 0
.m, Wednesday and Sunday: fc 45-1-0 pjtL, Saturday: CLOSED).

Weather

-

National and international news briefs compiled by ANDY DUKER
with information from The Beacon JowitaL

-

Afro-Americ-
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Greeks
continued from front page
ten sre not prohibited from joining
other organizations, such as sports, as
they are fromjoining Greek organizations. Simmons sakl be recognizes
that some students feel they have been
However, stu"unfairly judged,"
dents atWooster are here above all for
an education, be said, and he believes
"this guideline should be the first step
for other organizations to follow,"-perhapnot as a requirement for all'
members, but for office holders.
"Instead ofgoingback onour clause,
we'd like to see other organizations
step up to it," Simmons said.

s

Fellowship available
for seniors
By PAUL CHRISTTANSON
Special to the Voice
The Wooster competition fora 1994
Ohio Board ofRegents Graduate Fellowship is now open. Wooster
who have compiled a strong
4Cdemrcrecord and who plan
in Ohio are encouraged to
compete.
The sucessful Wooster student will
recieve an Ohio Regents Fellowship
award in the amount of $300 each
year for two yean of advanced study
se-jii-

ors

gradu-tfeStu-

dy

.

in any field in an Ohio graduate or
professional, school Minority students, who are especially invited to
compete, may also be eligible for one
of 10 statewide Fellowship awards
reserved for minority graduates. Application forms and further information are available from Paul
Christianson in Kauke 143. Deadline
for applications is February 11.
An open informational meeting on
the Regents Fellowship awards and
competition will be held next Tuesday, Jan. 25 at 11 ajn. in Kauke 125.

Lectures on math,
archaeology
On Thursday, Jan. 27, Professor
Susan Colley of Oberlin College will
speak on Fermat's Last Theorem and
its recent proof by Andrew Wiles of
Princeton University. The talk will
take place in Taylor 11 1 at 4: 15 p.m.
- The lecture on Thursday will be of
nature and everyone
a
is encouraged to attend.

Student lecture series begins Wednesday

non-techni- cal

Professor Stephan L. Dyson, vice

president of the American Institute of
Archaeology and chair of the Classics
Department at SUNY, Buffalo, will
give an illustrated lecture "Pompeii:
Urban Structure and Community in a
Roman Town," on Thursday, Jan. 27,
at 8 pjn., in Lean Lecture Hall
Information submitted by
Charles Hampton, Math Department and Vivian Hollidoy,
Classical Studies Department.

Intensive summer language studies fellowships
sponsored by Program for
in Area Studies (PICAS)
Inter-Institutio- nal

Collaboration

Criteria:
Open to sophomore, junior or senior
One year minimum college level credit in any foreign
language
Minimum cummulative CPA of 33

r

By ANDY DUKER

A lecture aeries featuring Minimus
as speakers will commence Wednesday with the topic of the "Men's
Movement" being addressed by Rich
Muffins "94. The series, conceived by
Matt Seaman, Josh Ebod 94sand Jen
Firlikwincx)rrvene every Wednesday at four in Lean Lecture HalL
The lectures win consist of a half
hour speech, followed by a half hour
session of questions and answers de- -

bate,buttheaccq?tariceofrhisformat
win be op to the speaker. Each
Wednesday, a different student wifl
present a lecture.
"Ideally," said Seaman, "the lectures win be abot something of contemporary relevance that a lot of
people would be interested in." The
lectures given also must easily be
student, be
understood by a first-ye-

community on campus," said Seaman. "Wethcnghttberewasalackof
really strong conversation happening
at the College." The series will be
along the lines of a "public forum, an
agora for the College," he said.
Students, faculty, staff and community members are all encouraged
to attend the lecture series. Upcoming topics iricruaevangelism,"'The

The reason behind the series is to
"create some sort of closer academic

women's issues.

ar

N

Classes will be held at either Beloit College, Beloit. Wis.
or the University of Michigan
Program length: eight to 10 weeks
Full tuition, fees and stipend will be awarded to winners.

Role of Critical Thinking in
Academia," and a topic concerning

Applications available at International Programs Office
Deadline: February 15, 1994

r
7gq
Gourmet Coffee & Tea Company

ESPRESSOCAPPUCINO BAR
.

DIRECT FROM ITALY
FEATURING OVER 2,000 DRINK SPECIALS AND 70 VARIETIES
OF THE WORLD'S MOST DISTINCTIVE COFFEES AND TEAS

. INCLUDING THE BEST ITALIAN HOT CHOCOLATE
r

THIS SIDE OF ROME

COME IN AND ENJOY THE BEST
LOCATED IN TIIE FIRST FLOOR WINDOW
FREEDLANDER'S DEPT. STORE
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A choir Martin Luther King would have enjoyed . .

By HZ PUTERBAUGH

that they had lo decline because their so many other established choirs." They thought it personified King's
funds that year didn't cover bote! and The other choirs that performed at the dream," Mason said.
When Kerry Parker 96 dig ber traveling expenses. She said this year convention were from the Southern
Higgins agreed. "Our choir is a
solo n the song "Jesus Loves Me." the College's funds paid for one night states and made up of all black memchoir Martin Luther King would have
she artminrri feeling oddly grateful of their stay in Atlanta and the Conbers. The College's Gospel Choir, on enjoyed were he still living." he said.
for the bright lights on sage.
vention paid for the
Not only is the Gospel
Choir a kind of symbol
The only nice thing was that I other night.
couldn't lee anybody!" she said wim
ThisConvenoori perof harmony between
a laugh.
formance was the first "1 think can say we got the most applause.
races, but it performs
"Anybody" happened lobe the aufor most of the Gospel First, because we were white
many older, more tradiblack
dience, the hundreds of people Choir members; many
tional gospel songs that--- ;
college." are
grouped to watch Parker and her 40 to have only joined the choir.- And also because we were
riot commonly heard
50 fellow Gospel Choir members. choir in the last year.
Delbert Higgins
today.
No, these were not the more familiar Parker, who joined the
"We sang songs that
eyes and ears ofihe College's student group lastsemester. was
have been around a long
body. No, this was not good oT new to gospel music
time." Higgins said, add-iMcGawQtapeL
when she sang in the choir's fall sethe other hand, is probably
that the audience seemed to en joy
Last Saturday, the choir stood in mester performance in McGaw.'Ac-tuaH- y, white, Higgins said.
this "getting back lo roots," as opthe grand Marriott Marquis Hotel inI thinkl was more nervous here
"I thick I can say we got the most posed to the recent popular gospel the
stead, the site of this year's National became it was my first time, and applause." Higgins said. "First, beother choirs performed.
For exMartin Luther King Convention in because my mother was in the
l"
cause we were a white and black ample, the choiri enthusiastic
Atlanta. For the third year in a row,
she said, comparing the MLK choir. And also because we were a
Let the Devil Ride"got
the Gospel Choir was invited lo perConvention to last semester's perforcollege." The fact that the group, the a lot of vocal and physical reaction,
form m Atlanta's celebration and remance.
only college choir in a sea of church causmg much "hcotm' and hcJlerin","
membrance of King's birthday.
choirs, proved that they could sing according to Tobey. "During that
Ddbert Higgins "95, a music theater major who accompanies thechoir good gospel music seemed to impress song. Delbert Higgins was really get96 said that fee choir's former direcon piano, said the fact that the memthe crowd, he said.
ting down on the piano," she said.
tor, Willie Wright, who founded the bers, including himself, are mostly "a
Joyce Mason, who became the "People on the sides were really getgroup six years ago, took the choir to new batch of students" this year made Choir's director this year after Wright ting into that,"
its first and only other performance the trip somewhat intimidating.
left, feu the "diversify" of thechoir is
The choir performed the same songs
year we got
there in 1992.
"I think we were all a little nervous one of the major reasons the conventhey did at the fall semester perforinvited as well." Tobey said, adding about it." Higgins said. "There were tion initially invited them lo Atlanta. mance: "Rev 19,""Jesus Loves Me,"

I
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For your :eyss offiy: Wgm&Bi& good vasioiar
By AMANDA JUNXIN

some of this stress placed on my eyes?

Staring into a computer k iten for
hours on end? Squinting across that
enonriousclassrcomtodecipher those
hieroglyphics on the board? Overdosing on caffeine and
drops to pull that
and
still get to class the next morning in
one piece?
College can be hazardous to your
health. Well, not exactly. But. the
of a typical college student
can have a great effect on his or her

A: Make sure that you are studying
wimasuflkientarriciunt oflight,about
75 watts. A second precaution is to
keep your reading material approximately 16 inches from your eyes,
which is generally the distance from
your hand when your elbow b bent at
90 degrees. It is also important to take
frequent breaks and to look into the
distance. Following these simple steps
will help lo reduce the amount of
stress on your eyes.

get-tbe-red--

all-nigh-

out

ter

life-sty- le

beennpfcff34consecuuvehours. But
now my eyes are red and bloodshot.
What can I do to get rid of the redness
in my eyes?
A: To avoid getting red eyes, it is
essential that you get enough rest.
However, if this is not possible. I
recommend using artificial tears or
lubricants. I do not recommend the
over-the-count- er,

X

I

out

get-the-r- ed

drops. These types of drops only
mask the problem and allow it to get
worse.

vision.

A recent newsletter distributed by
Dr. Stanley Pearle, optometrist and
founder of Pearle Vision. Inc, said
college students often cause much
strain to their eyes.
"College students tend to be rather
hard on their eyes,"Pearle said. Tjong
hours studying and late nights often
take their toll even on the most physically fit,"
With that in mind, we at the Voice
decided to relay the answers to some
of the commonly asked questions
about eyes.
Q: I have a good six hours of
studying to do. I have to finish a play
for tornorrow.read the first twochap-ter- s
for my bio class, complete a calc
assignment, and then glance over my
new Rollins Stone. Are there any
precautions I can take lo alleviate

Q: h's the er-- 1 of tte semester and
I have a term paper due in every class.
I am constantly staring into my computer screen. Ihaven'tseenmy friends
for days and am losing touch with
reality. My eyes are soured that they
won't focus. Please help.

Q: I have always had crystal clear
vision, but it seems like I am now
having trouble seeing the blackboard
to take notes in class. The other
students sitting around me are getting
annoyed with me because I am constantly asking to borrow their notes.
What is wrong with me?
.

v , r

4

y

v.

;

1

.

.

A: Your doctor can fit you with a
special mild prescription to help ease
A: Eye changes can occur at any
eye strain caused by video display time. Your vision has probably
lenriinals (VDT). If you wear glasses, .changed. You may need a prescripyoucanalso have them tinted or coated tion for glasses or contacts. I recommend making an appointment with
with ultraviolet and
your doctor and getting an annual eye
coatings. Tints will also help to alleexam to detect any further vision
viate the problems caused by VDTs.
You can also buy a special screen to fit changes.,
over the front of your computer moniQ: I fell asleep with my contacts in
tor to help reduce glare.
and now my eyes are swollen shut and
Q: I pulled an
to finish I can't pry my lenses off my eyes.
a paper for my history class. I have Help!
anti-reflecti- ve

aQ-rugh-

ter

photo by ELIZABETH MADISON

Looking at a computer monitor for long periods of time can be
damaging to your eyes. While special lenses and filters can help
protect you, sometimes the best solution b to get a friend with less
delicate eyes to do the work for you.
A: The best precaution for contact
wearers is to remove the contacts before falling asleep. However, if you
do fall asleep with your contacts in,
flood your eyes with saline solution
before attempting to remove them.
Make sure you can move the contact

ct

Praise," which featured solos by
Travis Smith "95 and Mason. Tobey
said the choir was honored lo be the
"featured guest." performing four
songs while the other choirs did two.
Unfortunately, being the honored
guest meant going last. By the time
they look the stage after 1 1 30 pm a
lot of the five-- to
people
had left and the members were all
feeling frustrated.
"It seemed to bring everyone closer
together," Mason said The choir is a
very loving group."
"I think it was really good for our
choir to go on the trip." Tobey said.
"A lot of people were able to get to
Iaxw each other better." She said that
looming together at the hotel threw
people together more than thegroup's
weekly rehearsals ever did.
The trip offered other opportunities the chances to see Coretta Scott
King and family, who made an appearance, to attend the Martin Luther
King Center and to watch a huge
holiday parade.
"U was reaQy a celebration," Parker
said of the whole Atlanta atmosphere
that weekend. This was definitely an
experience of a lifetime."

on your eye before attempting to remove it. After they are out, continue
to lubricate your eyes with saline solution or artificial tears.
Compiled from a receta press
release distributed by
Pearle Vision, Inc.
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The delicate art of the tattoo
traveled to her shop four times from

By AARON SKRYFSKI

Vksburg,Miss to receive an exten-siv- e
Harleys. I rather. Tattoos. The
perfectbiker image, right? Or is it? Is
there more to the ait of tattooing?

out-of-sta- te

LymDulaicy.ownerofMoving Pic-

-

tures Tattoo Studio, located in relatively sedate Wooster, would argue
that there is. Moving Pictures spe- rialires in the art of tattoo with de-- 1
signs ranging fiom the commonplace
pieces of art
to
Dulaney has been tattooing in mis
area for 13 years. She started her
business inner home in 1981. For the
last seven years, however. Moving
Pictures has been located at 321 E.
full-fledg-

ed

liberty Sl
Dulaney has also taught her
Sean, the art of tattooing. Laura learned to tattoo stage 22,
and eventually joined her mother in
the business. Moving Pictures is liter
ally a family enterprise, with mom
and both kids working side by side.
Lyrm said shehas customers traveling from all parts of the country to
Wooster for her services. A couple in
California saw her work while Lynn
was in Monterey. Since viewing it,
chil-dren,Laura-

and

thecoupkhascornetoWoos.sokly
to meet with Lynn. Another man has

EFFECTIVE 4

hack tattoo.
cusBut it is not only
tomers who visit Moving Pictures.
Lynn stated that she gets "quite a lot"
ofbusiness from the surrounding colleges. She specifically mentioned
Oberlin, Ashland and Wooster.
Lynn said that tribal tattoos are a
popular trend in tattooing, especially
for college customers. Celtic and
Indian, in particular, are very popular
in this area. Lynn said she specializes
in Celtic taooos and m animal tattoos,
which are her favorites. Lynn said she
can also cover old tattoos, or recondition mem to look like new.
Moving Pictures ofrersawidevari:
ety of designs, from the eccentric to
the more commonplace. Lynn said
designs are the
the
eagle.
the
and
rose
"We specialize in art, but we do our
fair share of Tasmanian devils too,
she said.
In addition, Lyrm enjoys tattooing
freehand designs from her customers.
Laura said that designing one's own
tattoo is one of most common options
of college students. Students will
often research their tattoo designs for

--

most-request-

ed

months before actually getting one.
She believes that getting a tattoo is
often a student's "first taste of freedom.'' The tattoo is thus a "personal
motif of freedom," she said.
Another option popular with
students is a sports or fraternity
sorority design. By choosing one of
. these pictures, Laura said that the
'
tattoo serves as a remembrance.
Moving Pictures has been recognized all over the world for thequality .
of its work. The studio has been
featured in popular tattoo magazines
distributed worldwide, from Europe
to Australia, with Lyrm herself acting
as a guest artist. Laura also has sentin
designs and visited tattoo conventions. She said these conventions are
ap!aceforartiststomeet,d1scusstheir
work and "have fun." '
How much do tattoos run? Prices
depend not only on size, but also on
the complexity of the design. Prices
atMovmgPiauresstartat$2S,andgo
up from mere.
For examplcLynn said thata three-inc-h
eagle, in solid colby three-inc- h
ors with a simple design, would cost
between $100 and $110. A more
elaborate design would be in the$150
to$160 price range. The most expen-col-le-

-

ge

.

k JSriiig Us YourjSuggestions

IMMEDIATELY

photo by ZACH VHLLEUX

Moving Pictures Tattoo Studio fa located at 321 E. Liberty SL The
shop, run by Lynn and Laura Dulaney, a mother and daughter team,
attracts customers of all types from across the country, as well as from
nearby colleges including Wooster.
sive designs are usually the full back
ones, where the price is based on the
number of sessions used to create the
design, and not the tattoo itself.
Lyrm herself describes tattooing
as a "peculiar business." Yet, in a
business which is often misunder

stood. Moving Pictures stands out
among the best From its worldwide
recognition to its crafty and elaborate
designs, the studio has elevated the
simple tattoo from just a design to a
work of art.

Packing the Arch

a suggestion table in
Lowry from 4:30 to 5:45 pm.on Monday
SGA will be having

Overnight
parking of
vehicles is
prohibited in
the circle in
front of
Lowry Center

with representatives available to hear your
suggestions. Please stop by.

every week
ENVELOPE STUFFING $600-$80- 0
to
SASE
Free Details:
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn. New York 11230

CLASSIFIED

THRIFT BOUTIQUE

Spring Break 94

--A
2S2-973-

--

S

A

1 10

Natural Fabrics

dlttennt

tw ofplac.

Lowest Price Guarantee!

Organize 15 friends and
your trip is FREE!

Quality Jewelry

--

r

Are you interested in
editing the Voice,
Goliard or Index for
5
the
academic year?

C

photo by MARIAH LEEDS

Several industrious students braved the cold Monday night to .
tradition of filling Kauke Arch with
carry on the
classes will be canceled if the
tradition,
the
snow. According to
snow. Sadly, students' efforts
with
filled
completely
be
can
arch
were unsuccessful; morning found the arch cleared.
time-honor-ed

1994-199-

Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
Florida & Padre!

Woostar.

Designer Labels
(Polo, J. Crew. The Gap, etc)

)

EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!

IIPTOWNDOVVNTOWN

250 W. North,

cdo

-

TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL

Applications for the
editorships of these
student publications are
due February 15, 1994.
For further information, please
contact Derase Monbarren
(extension 2527). chair of the

-

:;:r:::::' sga
Funding Committee Applications
are now available at Lowry Front Desk
The Applications are due January 21
to Julie Mayne, Box 2207.
If you have questions or concerns call Julie
x3335.
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Wife

Texas abortion statutes
enacted to prohibit
abortions. The only
exceptions will be women
whose lives are endangered
by the pregnancy. There are
no other exceptions to the
law.
Jane Roe (pseudonym for
Norma McCorvey), a single
woman living in Dallas, is -pregnant when she files
action in a federal court,
after unsuccessful attempts
at procuring an abortion.
Roe brings suit against the
- district attorney, Henry
Wade. She wants the courts
to recognize that abortion
laws in Texas are
unconstitutional and that
Wade should not be able to
enforce them.
federal
A three-juddistrict court finds that the
Texas statutes are
uncoiatitntiocal but do not
prevent the defendant from
erifotcing them.
The ILS. District Court for
the Northern District of
Texas appeals the case to the
Supreme Court
The Supreme Court first
hears the arguments on Dec
13, 1971 then again on
October 11, 1972.

The argument, "Why don't you
stance) care
wuh a pro-lif-e
(someone
intenbabies?"
is not
unwanted
all
the
for
tional act to stop its life is murder.
desire
a
is
to
great
euher.
There
valid,
proaches, the already-heale- d
murder,
Murder? Yes.pre-cjeditatgroups
and
ethnic
all
adopt
babies
of
debate similar to that of
tion. Did that physical limitations proven by the
men and women
make
it right? long waiting lists of adoption agenwho take the life
ERIN BALSATand
a new of
movement
today cies. If the
then
Why
a fellow hu
KIT AMU BARNFQXO .emo
m
construca
issue
fight
the
to
warned
denial
should
the
T sr.
man. The only
begUU Ct
Life
.
efforts
pool
manner,
could
they
tive
ofmbryonicbu-is
difference
Sat
tional
e
sponConception
movement
to
with
the
manlifc,undenhe
level. On a campus which is one life is inside
reform
adoption
and
care
foster
sor
Constitution,
be
the womb and
legislation.
acceptable?"
predominantly
theother isn't. In
say
we
that
If
Wcosur.be willing totolerate opinsome may wonder why pro-lif- e
short, those of
ions
into
that differ from yours. Your
bom
will
babies
be
who
supporters are so adamant for the pro-ti- e opinion make the effort to inborn
is not the only one and not the
opinion
as
a
such
circumstances
taifbrtunate
op and tell the truth about aborthe cause. Some facts may stand
one, either. It seerra apparvalid
only
a
child
handicapped
or
as
home
foster
tion, that itis the ending of an innocent
are in danger of being
people
that
where
do
ent
being
bom,
off
are
not
better
clarify: life begins at conceplife and the emotional and physical
with
away
the current of "pn
line
the
quality
swept
on
of
the
draw
we
then
tion. This is proven by the fact scarring of another.
are
and
not even allowing
choicism"
physically
mentally
or
Should
life?
There are many who say, "If you
that the embryo is growing.
deeply about the
think
die,
to
to
themselves
forced
handicapped
people
be
approve of abortion, don't have
Dead things don't grow. Is this don't
easy
li
issue.
to go with the
as
whole
ves
It
are
assumed
not
their
because
b
one." Is it fair, then, to assume that
a human life? Definitely, be- these people would have agreed with fruitful and happy as others in this flow of rhetoric and anti-li- fe slogans,
elderly but when that rhetoric is challenged
cause it is the product of two the similar rationale used by and- - society? Should in an abusive
setbyastrong and equally adamant voice,
people or children
ting be killed because tney would be one is forced lo take notice and think
much better off dead? Where do we critically about the two sides, making
draw the line when we talk about an informed decision as to what to
whose life has quality and whosedoes
support At the risk of sounding true
Lea than two percent of abortions are performed far rape, incest, fetal
conditions should wot jus-- we quote a bumper sticker. "Minds
norTragk
handicap or threat to th eHfe of th e wether
tify deathVandno human bemg under.,.. ;jte like paracs ptes; jheyercy work
Irvin M. Cushner. MD,MJ.R, testimony tXS. Congress. Senate
any circumstances should be forced when they are open." We cannot
Commitee on the Judiciary
to die because their existence is not force you to believe anything we say,
convenient. We, as Christian, be-- we just challenge you to think about
"A new individual is created when the elements of a potent sperm merge
the beliefs you hold so strongly. It is
lieve that everyone deservesachance:
with those of a fertile ovum, or egg."
a chance to succeed, a chance to grow, a healthy member of society that can
Encyclopedia Briaanica
question bis or her own viewpoints,
and a chance to live. Although abortion is now legal throughout all 9 look at all sides of an issue, and make
"It is incorrect to say that biological data cannot be decaive.lt is
months of pregnancy, that will not an educated decision of their stance
scientificary correct to say that an individual human life begins at
e
deter the
movement from on that issue.
conception "
seeking to establish the rights of the
Erin Balsat and KhamuBarnfield
Professor Micheline Manhews-RocHarvard University Medical
unborn.
art members of LITE.
School, testifying before a US. Senate judiciary surxommittee to
testify on the question of when life begins
abolitionists which said, "If you don't
believe in slavery, don't own slaves"?
At that time m our history, black
people in slavery were not considered
whole persons under the Constitu

human parents, right?
Because this is a life, any
ed

-

pro-choi-

f'n,

ce

pro-lif-

'

pro-choi- ce,

bed-ridd-en

When does life begin?

ge

-

pro-lif-

h,

fact is simple: life begins not at birth, but conception."
Professor Ashley Montague, Harvard and Rutgers and geneticist

"Modern technologies have convinced us that beyond question the
unborn child is simply another human being, another member of the
human community, indistinguishabk m every way fiora any
Dr. Bernard Natftaroon, cofounder of NARAL. in The Silent
Scream." a film be produced after changing his position
from
to pro-lif-e

...

After 21 years ofRoe vs. Wade, what do you think have been its effects?

Eli2abem walks down the aisle fore, abortion is murder and should be
finding what she needs on her outlawed This argument is weak; the
United States is composed of millions
gro- - of
people that do not believe in
JENNIFER W.PERRY
"

L

eery

list.

11

--

mo-me- nt

.

"

'

.

.

'

(ie

outlawing abortion through the

anti-choic-

Anti-choi-

ty

ce

.

ve

pro-life- rs

so-call- ed

Anti-choice-

-

"---

t

"God-give-

-

Information

"By week 12Abortion is achieved by disfnembennert...Anns. legs,
and torso are torn into chunks which are manually removed The skull is
crushed and removed in fragments. The abortionist tries to
the parts to make sure he hasn't left anything behind."
Ohio Right to Life pamphlet. 1989
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SuperHighway:

...

Wooster Voice

Viewpoints.

re-assem-ble

As of June 1991. 23,000,000 babies were killed by legalized abortion.
By contrast. 542.108 Americans died during World War II and
498J32 died during the Civil War.
Ohio Right to Life pamphlet. 1992
Source:
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by Randy Alrnm

uotherwise noted.

ROB KUGLER "95
I think that at least legally it has
provided security far women. I think
the recent debate has caused a lot of
problems. But that's not the fault of
the law. It should be upheld.

AVERY LECKBONE "96
Frankly I think we're still having the
same argument we did twenty years
ago. I don't think it makes much
difference.

ERKSOSA97
There's still a lot of controversy
and since we've got people from both
sides I don't think there will be a
resolution. It's the people's morals
that keep it from being resolved.

CHRIS MACKEY 94
I can't compare it to the time before
it was passed. I can't imagine it not
being a law.

Despite the many disturbing accounts of women seriously injured or
killed in thepast when seeking illegal,
yet much needed abortions,
ignore this reality. They
dogmatically attempt to strip women
of their constitutional right to a safe,
accessible abortion.
The bottom line is this Women's
anti-choice-

Women have the fundamental right
ensured by the Roe vs. Wade ruling to
make the private decision whether or
not to bear a child. Women's
decisions must be respected.
Jen Perry is
ofNARAL
repro-ducti-

.

He bought an ordinary flashlight, removed the batteries and cut the bottom

n"

co-ch- air

A right is necessary
"TJefinition: Abortion is the expulsion (forcing out) of a fetus before

it is mature enough to live on its own.

Legal-induc-

ed

abortioruis

abortion that is brought about deliberately by a medical procedure."
"Method: Physicians use two methods to induce abortions. The first,
most common method suction curettage is to
and remove the contents of the uterus (primarily the fetus and placenta).
The other method, used primarily toward the end ofrhe second trimester
is to induce labor, so that the fetus and placenta are expelled as in
childbirth."

DAN TURNER '94
I guessttscire degree ithas brought
some type of progression as far as
women's rights. Women have received some of the same rights as
men.

Around campus or around
the world, send your letters
to the editor Via Internet

Tn any single year, more than

rs

bodies are not public property.

ers

Next Exit on the

r

.

light as a speculum through this 'specu
lum' he pushed a catheter into which he
had threaded a wire. He then forced air
through thecontraption, which, unknown
to him, had penetrated a blood vessel in
the girl's womb. An air bubble entered
the blood stream and in seconds reached
her brain. Today this young woman is
totally paralyzed.

rs

doc-trin- es

i I."

off with a can opener. He used the flash-

'

As she reaches for something
on the shelf, some woman, a
complete stranger, comes up to
her and starts patting and stroking her stomach. As the woman
rubs Elizabeth's stomach, she
bombards her with a series of
questions and directives concerning Elizabeth's pregnancy.
"When are you due? Are you
earing right? Don'tdo anything
too strenuous. Make sure you
eat enough, remember you're
eating for two now, honey.'
When a woman is pregnant, her
body suddenly becomes subject to
"public access". Not only do some
people feel free to touch and pat her
without her consent, they think they
have the right to dictate what she does
- with her body- - Bfcyond the pohtely-invasiadvice of a fellow grocery
STK3pper,acrrtain segment of the popufeel
lation (the
so strongly that they have the right to
control a pregnant woman's body,
that they attempt to pass legislation
depriving a woman of her constitutional right to make the private decision regarding whether or not to bear
a child.
use the arguMany
ment based in certain Christian
that the fetus is a person at the
moment of conception and that there- -

Court struck down parental and spousal consent laws that would allow a
parent or husband to veto me abortion
decision. The Court said that when a
husband and wife disagree, only one
persorihoodat concerxioa The philoview can prevail, and that it should be
sophical debate over the precise
hers because she
when
'physically bears
personhoodoccurs
the child and is
has raged on for
more directly afyears.
The bottom tine is this:
fected by the pregreligion
Every
women's bodies are not nancy.'"
has its own theory;
public property.
Prior to Roe vs.
and science cannot
Wade,hundredsof
determine the extragic stories were
instant
act
reported concernensoulment or.
personhood occurs. According to the ing women who underwent illegal
such story is described
abortions.
authors of the book "Human Mediin her article,
Davidson
Muriel
by
cine," James Nelson and Jo Anne
The Deadly Favor", published in
Smith Rohricht,MSo long as theques-tio- n
of when human life begins is a November. 1963. This is die story of
matter of religious controversy and a young woman whose abortion was
no choice can be rationalized on a botched by an inexperienced engipurely secularpremise, the people, by neering student:

pro-chca- ce

Suction curettage: The abortionist uses a surgical irmrument called a
curette to cut the baby into pieces small enough to be sucked out of the
uterus with a vacuum tubeJt is now the most crjmmcoabcrtk method."
Ohio Right to Life pamphlet, 1989

7

The right to privacy in pregnancy

amending process, would be establishing one religious view and thus
inhibiting the free exercise of religion
on others."
individuals errone---ous.
use their particular moral values and religious beliefs to justify
stripping women of their constitutional right to control their bodies and
who ascribe to a
. lives.
certain dogma do not have the
or any other right to impose
their particular morality onto other
people or the nation as a whole. This
sentiment was ratified in the January
22. 1973, Roe vs. Wade ruling which
states that the decision to have a child
or not is a private one not subject to
government mterference. Furthermore, as stated in "Legal Abortion:
Arguments Fro & Con" by Polly
Roth stein and Marian Williams, Thc
Supreme Court, in 1976, reaffirmed
that therightto privacy allows women
Responses compiled by NAT MISSILDINE to be free of go vemment interference
Photos by CHERYL BECKER in decisions about childbearing. The

Speak Your Mind

Page

PrO'choice

On January 22, 1973, the
Supreme upholds the finding
of the lower court and decides
mat the Texas statutes violate
the Ninth Amendement and
Fourteenth Amendement's
Due Process Clause. The
Clause protects individual's
right to privacy from the .
government.
The same day, Jan. 22, 1973,
another case. Doe vs. Bolton,
questions before the Supreme
Court the constitutionality of
Georgia statutes prohibiting
abortion. Georgia's statutes
were enacted in 1876 and
modified slightly in 1968. The
Court overturns lower-cou- rt
rulings in its decision that me
states should be nullified.
The Court identifies stages
of pregnancy as trimesters. It
decides that during the first
trimester, states cannot intrude
upon the decision to have an
abortion Daring the second
trimester, the state can institute
regulations. During the third
trimester, when the fetus can
survive outside the womb, the
state can either regulate the
abortion of proscribe it
Information gathered
fromAboruon Decisions of
theSupreme Court by Dan
Drucker

1

The basic
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What actually happened?

A fellow human has the right to life
Aj the 21" Anniversary of the
Roe vs. Wade decision ap-

January 21, 1994

a million US. teenagers become

pregnant"
"Forty percent of teenage women who become pregnant choose to
have an abortion rather than bear a child at that time."
Tlestricuve laws do not promote, and may worsen, family commu-

nication"
"Becky couldn't tell us she waspregnant and wanted an abortion. She
confided in her friend that she didn't want to disappoint us, she loved us
so much. So she got an illegal abortion and now she's dead. Indiana's
parental consent law caused her death." Bill BelL whose daughter died Sept 16, 1988
from an illegal abortion
"Restrictive laws imply that a young woman who is too immature
to make an abortion decision may nevertheless be mature enough to
raise achild."
"Restrictive laws endanger teens' health by inhibiting them from
seeking safe medical care early in pregnancy."

Teens in the ILS. have a higher rate of unwanted pregnancy and
abortion than do teens in other developed countries."
"Judicial bypass presents a formidable obstacle to those who need
it most"

V

Source: Fact Sheet of the National Abortion Federation, 1991
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Could it happen here?

Recent reports have brought to light the plight of Swarthmore College
freshman Ewart Yearwood. Yearwood was accused by a fellow smdent of
harassing behavior and lold to "actively avoid" that student More complaints
from the sodex followed and Yearwood was ordered soya least 40 feet
away from the woman in question. But cliimatrJy came closer. Yearwood
was lold lo kave the school by the school presidemwtoprcfniaedSwacinnxax'i
help in firing kito another tmrmirim and paying his tuition there, while be
Unfortunately, his suspension was ac
concurrently mrVtyt
cccnpacied by a conscious effort on the part of a publicity team (hired by the
school) lo paint an image of Yearwood as troubled, arid certainly need of
This image has made his attempted relocation a problem;
CohjrnbiaUrflOTtybas rejected his spohcation. And fee punch line this
tragedy is that Yearwood was never convicted of harassrnem or intimidation.
Yearwood' s predicament underscores a problem mat could face an institution such as WoesKr wim a social conduct code Eke that of Swarthmore.
Wooster might not face the exact problem as Swanhinore On fact, a paragraph
fa DC.B of me Serf 1 Yrf fmjfraWi tha an jmmtiwi will not he connaed
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vague language, phrases such as "intimidation" or "language deemed lo be
verbally abusive."
Abo. prohibited behavior "is not hmitrd" to such
Presunabfy such language exists to sJlow for coranon sense to
prevail m individual cases, freeing the Judicial Board from tight,
fffrrTvi rftffKtvf which are usually meant lo protect the accused.
Swarmmore may have had similar hopes for its systern, but the accused has
certainly not been protected.
academic year, a student was convicted by our own
2
During the
judicial board for chanting the slogan "be a nianJobKlan subsequently,
be was made 10 watch a film concerning racial sersitiviry. The punch line here
Yes. our code has been changed.
is that stndeat was
that time. And yea. meSwathmore case seems more severe. Bet
bowsubstantrvebihediflerence? Bom cases detnonsaatc the danger of not
protecting stadent's rights, of trying is appease everyone, of not simply
deciduigmat students will have to learn, to some (fegree,lo five wim each other.
by-the-k-
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role of our social identities in honest intellectual inquiry.

What phnosopber Cornel West calls a "superficial

along with its pernicious evil twin, the
rxoraoonalism"
scapegoating of other ethnic groups tat loo often passes
uncritically for "scholarship."
mmm
mmm
mmteeath-centnr- y
What we need are truthsoot new mythologies. Dubious
Russian poet (both boories about the relation ofinelaruab humanitarian
of whom had re-- pulses bring to mind The Kmgfish telling Atidysanething
certAfrican anceshkeTheatotn bmade npof electroris,protons,FigNewtons
try), as well as and morons."No one would have been more embarrassed by
Beethoven and Charlotte, Queen ciTrigland.thewifeof the current excesses of academic Afrocentrism than the great
Du Bob and Anna Julia
King George IH and known as the Black Queen of Black thinkers, such as
England during the 1800s (neither of whom was so Cooper, of whom we are heirs.
Instead of reliving old racial fantasies, we need to develop
clearly blessed with Black blood). .
"They're not the only people having trouble deciding new conceptual models that account for the complexity of
ethnicity, gender and class in late
whatBlacknessis,"a student
twentieth-centur- y
America. It is a
remarked when I disnmrd
too many Black-studi- es
task for intellectuals, after all. to
the posters in class. The stusketch the intellectual bases for
dent said that a Black freshprograms have become
resisting
both the stubbornly du--.
man dining table at Harvard
segregated, ghettoized amen
rable
racism
of American life and
began nightly deliberations
feeling,
quasirtUgious
corners
legacies
of the older racisms
the
ExpeB
Is
lack
the
"What
on
we have conquered.
rience?" last year, only lo propagating old racial fantasies
The current generation of scholabarrfen the task. "We failed
even inventing new ones.
ars will determine if African- miserably." she said sadly.
American studies win thrive or
"We just couldn't reduce the
complex experiences of 30 million people lo a simple die. Those of as who teach African-Americritically and
be brave enough lo challenge the hecus-po-e
lis- tpublicly. We must justify our field as a valid area cf inquiry,
We are m the midst of a renaissance cf solid
social and cultural forms. driven by a concern for knowledge and understanding, and
ship about
not on the shaky ground of
Scholars are writing fascinating rnonographs andeda
Nearly a century ago, scholar WiLB. Da Bob wrote
ingarghotogks.Bk?graphen are addrcssmgthcirasions
and ambiguities of Black life in American wuh a freer prophetically that "the problem of the twentiem century b
the problem of the color line." With the alarming epidemic
band than ever before. Socxrfogistsarjdecorionustsire
researching the tragic ccmcoions between race and cfvicierjcecccmiaedmthenaine
poverty without regard for the idecJogicalconectnessof
to the Sudan, from Burundi to Tibet, from Georgia to
Nigeria the list a depxessingh long it seems very likely
their corgluaorts.
that the problems of race and ethnicity will continue to
That's the good news.
prostudies,
century.
The bad news it that loo many B
bedevil the twenty-fir- st
created
ought
knowledge
be
new
this
differences
and
the
sccial
study
construction
where
of
the
of
gramswhere
and disseminated have become segregated, ghencced identity are fundamental, has much to teach the world as it
amen comers of quasnrEgjous feeling, propagating old braces itself for even more conflict in an era of global
racial fantasies and even inventing new ones. One of the scarcity. It can, in other words, become central both lo the
academy and lo our world.
greater ironies of this situation a that the racial idcolo-giof many Afrocentriso are simply inverted versions
Du Bois Professor of Humanities
Dr. Gates, the
of the While racisms of the past few centuries.
Studies at Harvard
and the chairman of
University, will be a Wooster Forum speaker Wednesday.
crisis, one that mirrors the larger uncertainty about the
nov-eli-

m-

-

of

and

African-Americ-

an

self-estee- m.
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ABIack-histor- y
poster series.aimed at classroom use,
recently crossed my desk. Among those honored were
st
French
Alexandre Dumas, the nrrrtmim-centur- y
and author ofTheThree Masteleers,andAleksandr
Pushkin, the eigh- -
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Brooks brings her poetry and life to Wooster
"Blacks," to be read by a club of
writers. When concern was addressed
on the amount of time it was taking to
sign autographs. Brooks stated, "It's
all right I'm always the last to leave."
Her ambitious attitude also appeared
in advice to readers.
"Writers should not follow traditional footprints. If you are interested
in issuing yourself. If you know,
want, feel, fear, reject and love there
should be no room in your head for
guidances of the past or present. It
should be an issue of self dealing and
rcsponsftte observation" said Brooks.
Brooks was bom on June 7, 1917in
Topeka, Kansas. Raised in Chicago,
her literary skills became evident at
the early age of 7. At 13, she published her first poem, "Even Tide,"
which started a her prolific writing
career which includes 16 books of
rxKtry.cnfldren'sverse, writing manuals, one novel and an autobiography.
In 1980, Brooks was asked by the
White House to participate in "A Salute to Poetry and American Poets."
She was among other distinguished
writers: including Robert Hayden
and Stanely Kunitz.
Following her reading at the White
House, she was asked to serve on the
Presidential Commission and on the
National Agenda under the Carter
Administration. She was later ap
pointed as twenty-nint- h
Consultant in
Poeffyto ihe Library cCohgress. '
Brooks was awarded the Frost
Medal From the Poetry .Society of
America, the highest honor they bestow on a poet, in 1989 and later The
Senior Fellowship in Literatureby the
National Endowment for the Arts.
Brooks has been presented with
more than 70 honorary doctorates, a
mem bercf theAnierican Academy of
Arts and Ietters, and is the only American writer to be member of the Society for Literature at the University of
Thessolonilri in Athens, Greece. She
now serves as
at
Chicago State University.

By MARCUS McGRAW

U

Last night, the College was truly
graced with the readings of thePulitzer

lf

Prize winning poet Gwendolyn
Brooks. Brooks presented "A Poet's
Tribute," as part of the College's

;

.

.

Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration.
j".. - - '
Brooks selected poernsofYjersonal
't t
distillation," which included popular
pieces such as "We Real Cool," and'
The Mother." The rest of theevening "
was filled with examples of seven
vv.
decades of work backed with the commentary of a witty muse.
'
Tm here to involve you with love,
light, liberty, lunacy and lots and lots
of laceration," Brooks said.
Brooks cccomunicated with the
1 1
audience effectively. Her "various"
presentation relayed the magnitude of
.:
Hi
her work by drawing the audience
"
t
into her poems. Each unique piece
possessed vivid imagery communicated through a stylistically simple
text that burst with symbolism. She
did this through sharpcokxful intonation and a modest personal charm,
both which can't be communicated
on paper.
Part of the attraction of Brooks was
her ability to offer spontaneous
thoughtsand careful selections, while
also having a strong sense of exactly
what she wanted to communicate.
&?ytondA t BLACK STUDENT AFFAIRS
"I pass you my poem to leD you we
are all vubilectne'mlaet, Ihe 'TTwendolyn Broofcs, the firstAlHcaiAmerkan Pulitzer Prize winner,
mighty, the poor, women, children presents "A Poet's Tribute" in celebration of Martin Luther King Jr.
and trees. I am vulnerable. My poem
is life and it is not finished, it shall distilled. And there is not one kind of haiku. Five syllables. Seven sylnever be finished -- put my poems, life. Each of us is unique and should lables. Five syllables," she said.
While Brooks poetry entertained,
into your hands. They win do the best be unique. What we write should be
she continually stressed her own enunique and it will be if we are courathey can," said Brooks.
Recognized as the first African geous. I consider writing a delicious thusiasm for aspiring writers. During
the reception following the event.'
American to win the Pulitzer Prize in agony."
As a writer who has reached the Brooks signed numerous autographs
1950, awarded for her collection,
utmost success. Brooks refused to while answering questions concern"Annie Allen," in her opening coming her work. She was interested in
allow the success of her work to inments Brooks revealed her own phithe Wooster writing community and
timidate the audience.
losophy behind her successful writ"Creating bigness doesn'tmean you at one point reached into her own
ing career.
Brooks stated, "There is no one have to write an epic Bigness has stack of books and presented a
way to write poetry. Poetry is life been found many times in a small Wooster student with her anthology,
.
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US3 the musical giants on the scene in '94
By RICH MULLEVS

than spouting "The fish was this Kg"
stories of urban combat and misogyBooming out of Blue Note Records nist wannabe dardreams and juvenilcomes US3, bringing quite possibly ity.
- Blue Note Records sits atop a monme best new musk in years. Far from
the tired beat of grunge or the retread a strous pile of blues legends and jazz
hype of modem rap, US3 fuses a'"' giants including Charlie Parker, John
p
into Cobiane,MiteDavis,DizzfeGUespie
smooth style ofjazz and
as well as contemporary artists like
fresh studio confidence.
Grooving more in the scene of new Branford andWynion Marsallis. With
bands like Pharcyde, Diggable Plan- - J a fresh troop of studio bred talent,
ets and Arrested Development, US3 Blue Note remains the label of planlays mellow and thick lyrics over etary talent
by
organized
smooth double bass, trumpet, alto sax
Originally
and an elegiac piano, US3 knows it's Keyboardist Mel Simpson and DJ
got it going on and they show it rather Sample Master GeofFWfflcinson, US 3
hip-ho-

'.'

now includes the flowing lyrics of
KobiePoweL The album opens with
"Cantaloop," with a video version
now playing on MTV. Mixing bedrum
tween mellow
rhythms, bass and intricate jazz horns,
rap artist Rahsaan lounges into Dr.
Seuss relaxation lines.
multi-layer-

ed

BugintoaPuerloRicantowrider
beat T Got It Goin On," Kobbie
Powel and Rahsaan tag team with the
fury of a groove demanding you steal
a Cadillac and go cruising.
"I Go To Work" fuses a traditional
spontaneous guitarjazz and nostalgic
daydreams, drawing visions of dark.

smoke-fille- d
basement clubs, small
stiff drinks and bands in smaller sunglasses. Not to be left out, Tooka
Yoot busts intoamix of Spanish beats
and Jamaican groove babbles on the
track Tookka Yoot'lRiddin."
US3 will notonry sweep New Music
Awards nationwide, but also proves,
once again to the world that America
reigns supreme in all realms of funk
bass, leaving the rest of the world
wondering why no one buys back
theiroldZeppelin tapes. It's 1994 and
the land that produced James Brown,
Charlie Parker and George Clinton
stands tall with US 3.

Next week in A&E: BookrevwwsfromTheNevrYorkTimesBto
'

;

.

FRIDAY, JAN. 21
Video Nighc Dirty Harry."
The Underground, $io, 8 pjn.
and carrying a
chip on his shoulder, Harry
fights crime by his rules. When
Harry is assigned to locate a
sniper who has been terrorizing
the city.he hunts thekillerdown
day and night with relentless
pursuit.
Red Pin Special at Scot Lanes.
Win free games from 9 p.m.
Hot-temper- ed

llpjn.
SATURDAY, JAN. 22
Rim: "Ladyhawke." 7:30p.m.
& 10 p.m., Mateer, $1. Matthew Broderick and Michelle
Pfeiffer star in this story of a
crafty pickpocket who uses all
his skills to escape the dreaded
dungeons of Aulia.
SUNDAY, JANUARY 23
Classic Film: "My DinnerWith
" Andre."
7:30 pjn, Mateer.
Free. Witness a dinner conversation between playwright-acto- r
Wallace Shawn and avant-gardirector Andre Gregory
become a funny, vivid and moving account of Gregory 's astonishing spiritual journey in the
wilderness.
de

MONDAY, JANUARY 24

Sidekicks Registration in
Lowry Lobby, 10 ajn. -- 7 p.m.
TUESDAY. JANUARY 25
Sidekicks registration in Lowry

lobby, 10 ajn. - 7 pjn.
VideoNighc "The Accidental
Tourist." The Underground, 8
p.m., $.50. William Hurt,
Kathleen Turner and Geena
Davis star in this Academy
Award winning movie about a
reluctant travel writer whose
world is turned upside down
when his wife leaves him and he
meets an unusual dog trainer
who leaches him to enjoy his
life.

'

THURSDAY, JANUARY 27
Video Night: "Enter The
Dragon." Trie Underground, 8
pjn., $30. Prepare yourself to
enter a world of martial arts,
filled with fantastic adventures.

sponsored by The Florence O.Wilson Bookstore

--

'Ghost in the Machine'

Upcoming week in entertainment
Fcb--5

Great Blues and kickin' food. Live
Blues Tuesday through Saturday.
Watch for Blues legend Robert

.

Sweet
Cleveland Cafe

Jan. 21
Scrawl
Eaclid Tavern

LcckwoodJr. -

Jan. 25

Feb. 12
Mighty Mighty

Todd Raadgrea

Flash's,.

Peabody's Down Under

LoaaBaa
Palace Theater

Feb.3
VHs 23. teaming Kraygt
Chcmlab and Hakm Black
Phantasy Nile Qub

Arr.

gifctar

Jan. 16 through Feb. 27

Walter Zurko
cn

March2,8pjn.

Sculpture and Drawings
Frick Art Museum.
Lower Gallery

Rod Stewart unplugged with 18 piece
orchestra in the round

TheColiseun
Jan. 16 through Feb. 27

Tickets on sale now
550 Gold GrckV523 reserved

Feb. 3

Crash Test Dank
Oedon Concert Quo, S&0

241-51-

53

Through Jan. 23

Fat Fa Biac Cleveland's only
Louisiana Creole food
1212 W. 6th Street

Feb. 4
Livingston Taylor
Peabody's Cafe

The Wezner Center for the Arts
Ohio Seals Unrversiry
Free

A sensual journey with the 'Songs of Sappho'
By ANNA VON UNWE2TH
Thursday c veiling. Jan. 13 found
Wooster's Shooboy Theatre trans
ported lo ancient Greece as Pads
Reiner, professor, writer, translator
and performer, took her audience on
an intuitive

through
love,

In

Py
lPT the plPPf af
in both ancient Greek and English,
arid often prcrkngcoameritary and

f0fT1K!4

showing slides to increase the
aocSercc'sawarcncaand understanding of her material.

To set the mood of "Ode to
Aphrodite,"
Reiner disher own translations, Reiner cussed the

maintains Sappho's poignant
sexuality, as sensitivity in speaking of love,
conceived desire, desperation, jealousy
through the and contentment
des-peraDon-

aod

lyric poetry
of Sappho.
"Songs of Sappho," sponsored by
Wooster's Classical Studies department, was a showcase of Reiner's
original translations of Sappho's
(hat were set to music and song
just as Sappho is purported to have
performed tern. In setting her translations lo rncm, Reiner paid careful
amnrion lo the subtJe inflections in
the pruuunciafjon of ancient Greek.
The rise and fall in the speaking lone

po-et- ry

ynnf

jntrrstriaf omnmrd

each pases.
Sappho, deemed the "tenth muse,"
by Pbno in "Thaedras," was bora on
the island ofLesbos around 600 BjC.
It is as fact the association of this
island lo Sappho, who wrote about
her leader and panionate love of
waaen. which serves as theorigjn of
the word Tesbtsn." Inherowntrans-htion- s.
Reiner maintains Sappho's
poignant sensitivrry in speaking of
kTve. desire, oVapmtksn,jealousy and
ctritrntiJiciiL
TjOve,"Reiner moons, "sSthers like

a snake." in her translation of

lovestruck." In all, Reiner

per- -

smile that so
many Greek

statues

of

Sappho's

day wore. It
is this smile

that

Aphrodite wears when she responds
to Sappho's summons and arrives in
exasperation at the side of the
Sappho. Hersniik,asReiner
de-maoi-

ing

or laugh at Sappho's plight of
unrequited love. During her perfbr-manof mis piece,Remer displayed
a slide of a smiling goddess statue K
reinibrce thepathetic lone of Sappho's
voice.
Reiner aboperformeda somewhat
mysterious poem by Sappho. Mysterious in that it arguably takes on a
double meaning. The scene takes
place in agarden at a women's picnic.
r,
The andirnce cannot be sure,
poimages
the
the
that
whether
etess presents as golden fields and
bloom ing Powers are actually that or
whether they parallel; in some way.
Sappho's image of the female body
and sexnaliry. Sappho's poetry is
surrounded by sensuality, lenderness
ce

'

Sappho's poetry to life. This is not
surprising forone who hasbeen highly
acclaimed for her textbook "Ancient
Greek Alive."

Reiner received a RA. at Ml

Holyoke and her MA. and pnJX at
Harvard University. She is the author
of the novel Tender Miscarriage,"
published under the name "Paula
SafSre," and is currently working on
three dramatic scripts including a
modernized "Oedipus" in which a female is the protagonist. She Eves in
Indianapolis, where she is a professor
of Classical Languages at Butler

Reiner was very successful in passing these qualities on lo the audience
as she brought her repertoire of

To say that the film, "Ghost in the
Machine" is a bad movie is to dishonor every other bad film. In fact
this film is so bad that as we were
leaving the theatre we had a hard time
thinking of what the first line of this
review should be. So, in the interest
of satiating our desire to print aU our
opening lines to this review, we will
share with you our top eleven opening paragraphs. Here they are:
1 1) If you like terrible wrinng,bad
acting, impossible and unbelievable
plot lines, terrible special effects,
dorky computer graphics, aerial kiH-cwho are seemingly crnnipriteut
yet lose in the end. predictable outcomes and cheesy cmematograpfay.
youH sa3 probably be cSsappointed
with "Ghost in the Machine."
1Q) IfAnthony Hcpkira would have
played the serial killer in this film, not
only would he have not won an Oscar, but they would have taken away
the one be did win for "Silence of the
Lambs."
9) This is an intense psychological
examination into the mind of a deranged serial kifler who had been
brutally killing fan Ties. His landdiagnosis
lady provklesjrjeirgbt
of the tormented psyche of this killer
"He didn't like caring systems."
8) "Ghost in the Machine" showcases the acting talons of a young
actress who is obviously m the film
only to show Tand A. Unfortunately,
you don't get T and you don't get A.
7) This film showcases exploding
hand dryenoacksgswimmingpool
covers, CA.T.acans that can read the
soul of a human and transplant it into
a ccrnpui network, nncrcwavesabfc
to heat an entire room, and a com- -

-

.

pletely new means of interpreting our
knowledge of the physical sciences.
While not being much of a film, it
does provide us with a wonderful
introoctk to several recem technological innovations that the common
viewer may not be aware of.
6) Ifyou don't want to go out in this
cold Wooster winter, you too can
have all the raw adventure of "Ghost
in the Machine" by simply staving in
your warm dorm room and burning a
five dollar bCL
5) This Elm is set in Cleveland, so
if you want lo see familiar beautiful
landmarks, and aU the warmth of this
great rnetropolis, well never mind.
4) It'ssohip.it'sevengou Howard
Stern joke.
3) If you want a Em that can start
widespread unjustified panic about
the information highway, write and
produce one yourself, since "Ghostin
the Machine" is loo dumb to spread
butter.
2) If you thought drinking killed a
lot of brain cells, you obviously
haven'tseen "Ghost in the Machine."
1) As I walked into "Ghost in the
Machine" I wondered if I made the
right choice in not bringing a firearm.
But as the film progressed, I realized
that I was subconsciously bringing
my hand to my bead and pulling an
imaginary trigger to stop the pain of
watching. So, I was giad I had traded
ui uij gun us a iuikjt uuu.
.
We spent so much time thinking of
multiple opening lines that we didn't
really have the energy (much less
ambition) to actually write an entire
review. If our failure todothishas left
you uncertain as to our true orpmion of
this film, go see it. because you just
might enjoy iL Otherwise, take the

...

money

copy of

and buy

"Neuromancer."

ft
The Wooster Voice
b currently seeking

individuals to form a core
committee, that win

provide input on the
quality and production
of the Voice.

PeEcanBrief-PG--13

A Perfect WorU-PG- -13

1:15,4:05,7,935

1:35.4:20,7:05,1005
Tombstone R
125, 4:15, 7:10, 10:10
Beethoven II PG
1:10, 3:15, 52a 72a

This core cointrntTcc
win be composed of
students, faculty and

925

Mrs. Doub&rePG-1-

adxninistraiors.

bow-eve-

andhumoc

By MATT SEAMAN

rs

Wall Reliefs
Frick Art Museum.
Upper Galley

Tickets and time avaS&bk at all
TkkrfBMKrr or caJ

Feb. 3
DAS ETC
The Aoca

creates new categories
JOSHELROD

Jan. 10 through Feb. 4
George Olson
Scvercacc HaH,
Mackenzie Gallery

'"J
Fcb.19 .
Clark Sabhafh.Motorfaead,
Morbid Angel t
TbeAgora
S2L50 advance23 day of show

Jan. 28

journey
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Any interested individuals
should please contact
Editor in Chief Judy
Nichols at x2598 or stop
by the Voice office
located at the basement
of Lowry Center.

if

320, 5:4a 8:05,

PG-1-3

12a 4:10, 725, 1005
v SisterAct II PG
130,4:00,720,925
Remains

3

1:45,430,7:15, KfcOO
The Air Up There PG
1:00,

Grumpy OldMen

ofthe DayPG

330, 7:15, 10:10
ShadowlandsPG

1:00,

1:40,420,7:05,9:50

920
AU shows before 6 pm.

$325, all other shows $5.

4I08BurbankRoad Wooster

(216)345-875-

5
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Indoor track to face OWU
apring and an encouraging crosscoun
try season this past fall,Wooster Head

Coast Athletic Conference Champi-onshMeet, while the Scots finished
a respectable fourth.
Individually, Shannon O'Neill and
.
Claire Roberts 94s highlight a strong

Coach Dennis Rice has a lot to look
forward to in indoor track, which
this weekend with a meet at Ohio
Wesleyan.
Last year, the Lady Scots finished
an impressive second at the North

Wooster's women.
Other talented returnees are Emily
Moorefield 94. Mfchele Alviti 9S,
and Melia Arnold "96.
Moorefield was first in the ljOOO- -

NEWSSERVICES
After a successful track season last

be-gi- ns

r

meter run; Arnold won the
hurdles; Alviti was third in the shot
put
.v,
Promising newcomers including
middle distance runners Molly Metz
and Michelle Poole 97s.
For the men, Dave Bower and
Wheeler Spaulding '94s lead theway.
Bower finished fourth inithe 400 last
year, whileSpaulding was the runner-u-p
in the 5.00a
55-me- ter

ip

core of returning sprinters for

Last semester,
YOUR Student Government Association added to the quality and
diversity of campus life by funding a variety of activities.
The foCowing is a partial list of them:
foternatknal Student
Association Program ,
'
Rebuilding of film and book-libraries for Lambda
LIFE (Educational Materials)
; NARAL (Educational
.
Materials)

:
Circle K After School
Program
The Computer Graphics Club
Kwanzaa ' .
Women's Day
v;'-- Dream House
EGOS and Outdoor Club
vp'5;;.,.
Field Trips'-.Compassion Program ' '

The Badminton Club
The Ice Hockey Club
'
The Men's Volleyball Club
The Political Science
Newsletter
Harambee Speaks
International Student
Association
Math Association Newsletter.
Infinity
Babccck Kan's Imernational
Dance and International
Coffee House
Chernistry Chib speakers
Douglass Hall Fireside Chats
Green House speakers

;

"'.

--

-

'

-

Code of Friends-

-

..

e

Medic-Aid-

-

;

.--

:P , .

'

.

' Oh so close.

"

-

.; CIASSIFjED
"

That's how it went in

1-m-

SPRINGBREAK packages s
with our posters and flyers, or
... SIGNUPNOWfor
springbreak rooms.

.

.'

)'

.

Dayton, Panama,

BemimportcmtpcrtcftheVovx!

endwhenObenedguHghtmg

'

Scotsby oruyi3 points. The final
fcsconspoBwHftotister with 112 and
- Oberlin with 125.
though, the
meet,
women's
In the
Lady Scots dominated, taking 174.5
points to Oberlin's 645.
During Friday's close meet with
- Oberlin, the men took first place in
only four events, but came in close
behind at second every other race.
d
freestyle Derek
In the
in first place
finished
Longbrake 96
followed by Kris Marr "97 in the
second position. Andrew Wunderiey
"97 was the clear winner in the
freestyle. Diving off the
: board, Eric Haschke 97 took first
place with a score of 230. 10 points.
And in a very exciting final relay, the
" Wooster A team consisting of
Mark - Groynam '94,
Wunderiey. Marr and Tim Konnert
96 defeated Oberlin's A team by
nearly 10 seconds in the. 400- - yard
freestyle relay;
Taking second place honors were
Willie Drexler '97 in the 1,000-yar- d
freestyle. Matt Kacenga '97 in the
intfvidualwedley and the
d
d
backstroke Longbrake in
butterfly, Wunderiey in
d
the
freestyle and Marr in the
rhe
.
freestyle.
d
d
breaststroke was a
The
very ck)se finish. With his teammates
and fans cheering him on, Tony
Panigatti 97 look second place, only
of a second beone
hind his Oberlin opponent.
In the women's meet, the Lady
Scots werecleariythedominantteam.
In fact they won nearly every event.
One of the most exciting results of

Cancun,etc

For more information, can the Voice office at x2598.
Or stop by the weekly staff rneetirnpM 5 pjn
'.
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Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13244-417- 0

i

'

1-S00-235-3472
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hope-fuU-
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200-yar-

,
Field tripstraveling seminars
Internshins
t
Study for a semester, a year, or a summer
Home or limited apartment placements

freestyle and Carolyn Knox 97 in the
d
individual medley. Other
winners were Katy Schnell "94 in the
backstroke, Debbie King
d
freestyle, and the
96 in the 500-yamedley relay team of
d
Liz Bugbee 94,
Schnell,
Buchmueller.
and
Knox,
: Diving Captian Dave DiLuzio '94
said that the divers are all excited for
Liz and hope that more of the divers
will make Nationals. Hesaidttver-al- l
we've had a good season and we
hopetokeepperfornungcorisistendy
and improving for the rest of the season." According to DiLuzio, the divers "
are getting a new piece of equipment
for practice, "We're excited to be
y
getting a dry board installed,
within the week. This will help
us improve the dives we know and
learn new dives before conference."
DiLuzio explained that this dry
board is a diving board on land. The
divers are hoisted up on overhead
harnesses so that they can learn new
dives without the fear of "water
smack."
.
The Fighting Scots and Lady Scots
have their next meet away at Case
Reserve on Saturday.
rd

500-yar-

.

100-yar- d

400-yar-

200-yar-

in Africa, Australia, Belgium, Czech Republic England."
France, Germany, Hungary. Israel, Italy.Poland. and Spain
. Druv riw m lancnifliTft not uwivi necessary

97 in the 50 and

200-yar-

eter

200-yar-

. Programs

freestyIearid200yardbuty,Karen

400-yar-

:::,

100-ya- rd

-

freestyle events, Suzanne
Whitaker 96 in the 1,000-yar- d

200-yar-

Something to write home about!

:

BuchmueHer

200-yar-

--

'

200-yar-

-

co-capt- ain

.

I

-

Also winning for the Lady Scots
d
were Carrie Sergi 97 in the

50-ya-rd

M

$129 up.

'.ties.--

"

1-m-

eter

--

.

PROMOTE our"

assistant Sports editor, assistant News editor, copy editors,
prodBftfoW nfftSctawf, rfrmtarina ttaITt editorial writers
and staff writers.

m the Voice office.

this meet, though, was Liz Helstein's
qualifying for Nationals. Helstein '96
; did this as she won trie
diving
event. Liz said, "It felt like a really
great meet." She said that she had
brokenhercollarboMbeforethepre- fxseason:and has felt a bit behind all
season. S he said,T want toovercome
. iny injury,' so shecan prove herabili- -

feinen'smeetwimOberlinlastweek- -

The Wooster Voice
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By DIANE BURTCH

JAM EVENTS SPONSORED BY SGA THIS -

;

;

Swimmers take win,
Oberlin

,

PsychologyCWiit. r
. . ., -'
Russian Bouse
Student Music Associatian
Juamaa
.
Africa Day
Ballroom Dance Master
Class and Winter Formal
Wooster Chnstian Fellowship
.

isiwwaccerjtirujappucaricrBforte

,r;,

.

The Fighting Scots, finishtd with 112 points to Oberlin's 125.

.

Empower
Habitat for Humanity
American Lung Association
Iceman House
Rising Generations Program
Images House Self Esteem
' Program

LOOK FOREVEN MORE PRO

.

.

:.

v

'

--

--
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Teds

Scots up record to 11--

hold fourth place in NCAC

5;

Wooster to host undefeated Wittenberg

Men's team defeats Demson,faHs to Ohio Wesleyan

tomorrow in crucial matcliup

By IOXE HOUSEHOLDER

By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER

Tbe Fighting Set basketball team
gotback oo the winning track Wednesday evening by downing Denison 7.
Three Scots acored in double
figures as Wocsicr upped its record 10
11-- 3
overall and 5--3 in the North
CoaslAlJetjc Conference. Currently,
(be Scots occupy fourth place ia the

Tomorrow evening, the Timken
al
Gymnasium will be the site of a
North Coast Athletic Conference
matrhiip between the Fighting Scots
and Wiaenberg. The Tigen come to
Wooster as one
of the top Diviplay look this
sion m basketball teams in the game Eke challenge.
United Stairs,

77-5-

cro-ci-

.

NCAC
Also, last Saturday, Wooster was
dealt a 0 defeat at the hands of
Ohio Wesleyan.
Tbe Scots dominatrd the Big Red
in Granville from beginning to end.
Their biggest lead came wuh 1 1:17
remaining in the second half.
following snort jumper by Jason
ZergCT95.
fact,the Scon never trailed in tbe
contest. Wooster gradually increased
their lead in the Tint half, building a
40-2- 3
halftone bulge. "Our players
played wuh a lot of enthusiasm and
excitement." said Scot Head Cfiftch
Sieve Moore. It was a good game for
us."
Doug Meinen "94 led the way far
the Scots scoring 12 points, pulling
down five rebounds, and blocking
three shots. Scotx Meech 95 added
12 points and six rebounds, and Doug
dine 95 added 12 points.
Ohio Wesleyan and in tough
matchup zone defense was able lo
handle the Scots last Saturday m Delaware. Wooster was held to 39J perfrom the floor in the
cent (13-4contest. The Banling Bishops gained
e
control early. buDdiag a 3
lead, la the second half, the
Scots were able lo draw within four
on the beds of Craig Bradley's 95
shooting, but Ohio
hot three-poi-nt
Wesleyan proved too loogh in the end
and won by 12. Tbe Scots
effort was ia lowest scoring output of
the season.

"Our

62-2-

Wittenberg
boasts a perfect

61-3- 5.

50-poi-

nt

pfaaobr BSHTANTBUUAKO

Wesleyan) would ptay zone against
us," said Moore. TJhio Wesleyan
and we did
was very
not play especially well."
The Scots were led by Bradley's
performance, dine added
12 points and pulled down eight
well-prepare-

d

14-poi- nt

of

67-6- 0.

my bed."

13 at halftime. Sparks teas in the
second half helped lo dose the gap
and challenge Dentson'a strong defense.
Denisoa'sChristi Clay recorded 20

il

532),,.

S).

game to Denison

post-seaso-

hope to repeat

lastyear'sperfor-mance tomorrow night.
In order to trip up the Tigers, the

Scots will have to break down
defense,
Wiaenberg 's
triple-teawhich is dgned to double-an- d
Woosters inside players Doug
dine '95 and Scott Meech "95 when
they receive the entry pass. They do
a good job clogging up the middle,"
S?id Moore.
man-to-m- an

m

So, what will it take to hand
Wiaenberg its first defeat?
"We have to play good defense.
We have to do a good job on defending all of their guys," said Moore.
TOurplayers look at this game like a
challenge. We are focusing on this
game like it is any other conference
game."
Tipoff at the Timken Gymnasium
is at 7:30 pjn.

points and 10 rebounds, along with
tramrnatt McCombe who also ford
for 20 points.
Woosters Christy Antle 95
17 points and 12 rebounds,
while Jen Miller 95 added 1 4 points.
Other strengths of Woo5ters of-acco-mulai-ed

fense were Susie Sipes' "96 6 assists.
success at
w
tbe
line, and a learn 87
percent from the charity line.
Turnovers in the game were kept k
16 a sizeable improvement for
Wooster.

Ten TaDman's 95

5-fd-

men's baskethaS:
Wmenberg (H) 7:30

fwbnmlng'diving:
lornorrow

--

CWRU (A)

P-- m.
Wednesday-4TWRU(A)7-J- 0pjn.

indoor track:
today OWU(A)

Scot Results
The Fighdng Scots Basketball:
2-50
loss to Ohio Wesleyan
last Saturday
7
win over Denison last
Thursday
8
win in triple overtime
over Allegheny last Wednesday
-6-

.

77-5-

86-7-

The Lady Scots Basketball:

r-6

free-thro-

J

The upcoming week in Sports:
tomorrow

tennis player i
Forwier
the world Jim Cornier
on his current slump.
Sports Illustrated

1-772.-

ht

The Lady Scots suffered a rough
Cm half, which left them trailing by

Quote of the week
"At the moment, my best surface is

SCOT NOTES; Wooster remains
on top in the NCAC in icara defense
The Scots
(33.7 points per game)
lead the NCAC in offensive field goal
Meech
percentage (41
remains on rep in tbe NCAC. but he
has moved up to third in the nation in
field goal accuracy
(S&-133A63-

Lady Scots lose hard-fougTbe women's hrdnhafl team duelled with Derason's Christi Clay and
her trarrtrnatri Wednesday eight in
Timken Gymnasium lo a dose finish

but

avenged that loss
later in the season en route to a
n
NCAC
championship. The Scots

man-man,b- ut

"We knew that they (Ohio

By SHEBEEN HEJAZI

defeat Saturday.

Tigers.

on this
game like it is any other
conference game,"
Coach Steve Moore

15-1.7-- 1.

(2-5- 0

time game to the

at

a

8-- 0

haadd the Fighting Scots a

breaking over

We are focusing

86-7-

6)

half-tim-

en

record, including a 2 win
overiheScotson
Dec, 4 in Springfield. Following their
2
win over Kenyon on
decisive
Wednesday night, the Tigers claimed
sole possession of first place in the
NCAC with an
mark. KenyonfeQ
to
Winenberg returns all five starters
from last season's regular-seaso- n
NCAC Championship team as well
as all 14 lecer winners from that team.
Amonglbe startersare shooting guard
Maa CrocL who has one of the finest
shcotmgiouches rathe NCACas well
as Luke Ragan and Aaron Smith, two
powerful inside forces.
Muchlike Wooster.theTigers stress
defense. Wiaenberg employs a man- tman defensive scheme, but accord-ing Scot Head Coach Steve Moore,
the Tigers will slip into a rone every
now and again.
"Winentergplays
we will not be surprised to see them
use a zone against us in certain situations," said Moore. .
Moore is a 1974 graduate of
Wiaenberg University and was the
team's captain and starting point giard
on the Tigers team which won the
Ohio Athletic Conference. After earn
ing a master's degree from Ohio Uni- 67-6-

b

25-1-

overall

15-- 0

Ohio Weskyua

versity.Moore returned to Wiaenberg
where lie served as an assistant coach.
In Moore's years as an assistant
coach at Wiaenberg, tbe Tigers won
four conference tides and the 1977
Division III National Championship.
Last year, Wooster lost a heart- -

67-6- 0

loss to Denison Wednes-

day
loss to Allegheny last
7
Wednesday
93-4-

The Fighting Scots Swimming:

women's basketball:
1

pjn.

lornorrow Wincnberg (A) 2 pjn.
Wednesday CWRU (H) 7JO pjnJ

Wooster

1

12, Obcriin 125

The Lady Scots Swimming:
Wooster 174.5, Obcriin 64 5

.

.

